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Topological charges and quasi-charges
in Absolute Parallelism

I. L. Zhogin∗

Abstract

The frame field theory, or Absolute Parallelism (AP), has very many interesting fea-
tures: the large symmetry group of equations; the field irreducibility with respect to this
group; variety of differential covariants; and large list of consistent or formally integrable
second order equations not restricted to Lagrangian ones.

There is one unique variant of AP (the unique equation, non-Lagrangian) which so-
lutions of general position seem to be free of arising singularities if D=5. In the absence
of singularities, when degenerate (co)frame matrices are inaccessible and should be elim-
inated from the field set, AP acquires the topological features of nonlinear sigma-model.

Starting with the topological charge group, one can also introduce the concept of topo-
logical quasi-charge group for field configurations having some symmetry. For D=4, con-
sidering symmetrical equipped 0-(sub)manifolds in R

3, we calculate quasi-charge groups
Π(G) for a number of symmetry groups G ⊂ O3, and describe morphisms of Π-groups.

Then, the differential 3-form of topological charge, which is dual to the topological
current Jµ, is derived, as well as the 1-form of topological quasi-charge for SO3–symmetric
field configurations.

The problem for D=5 is briefly discussed, and results of topological classification of
symmetric field configurations (alighting on evident parallels with the Standard Model
combinatorics of fundamental particles) are announced. An example of SO2−symmetric
configuration is considered and the quasi-charge 3-forms – both ‘left’ and ‘right’ (or self-
dual and anti-self-dual) – are obtained (as well as the 4-forms of topological charge).

In conclusion, we propose a variant of experiment with single photon interference (or
with bi-photon non-local correlations) which should verify a possible non-local (spaghetti-
like) 5D ontology of particles.

1 Introduction

Most (if not all) modern works on Absolute Parallelism (either pure AP, or modified with extra
structures) [1–5] follow the Lagrangian approach to obtain field equations (Ref. [1] also has
many historical comments on AP). However, the large list of consistent second order equations
of AP discovered by Einstein and Mayer [6] (the earlier Einstein’s original papers on AP are
available in English translation [8]) includes also three classes of non-Lagrangian equations; one
of these classes is of particular interest and it admits 3-linear presentation [9, 10].

After due consideration for AP equations and notations used in the paper, we will return
to introduction notes. Next, the main goal of this paper will be to demonstrate that spatially
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localized field configurations of AP can carry integer data – topological charge and/or quasi-
charge (in the case of symmetrical field configurations), and to show how to calculate these
charges. (Our tacit intention is also to outline conceivable phenomenology of such particle-like-
configurations, indicating parallels with the existing combinatorics of elementary particles and
asking ourself whether this phenomenology can benefit (in some circumstances) from all the
machinery of quantum (field) theory – including principle of superposition, and path integrals,
and so on.) In the last section a variant of experiment with single photon interference (or bi-
photon non-local correlations) is suggested which might verify a possible non-local (spaghetti-
like) 5D nature of ‘particles’.

1.1 Notations and consistent AP equations

In this paper we will be dealing with the only field – frame field ha
µ, and inverse matrix –

co-frame field haµ(x
ν); this field defines the space-time metric as usual using the Minkowski

metric:
gµν = ηabh

a
µh

b
ν , where ηab = ηab = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). (1)

We will use coma ”,” and semicolon ”;” to denote partial derivative and usual covariant
differentiation with symmetric Levi-Civita (or Christoffel) connection, respectively, as well as
the following tensors (differential covariants):

γaµν = haµ;ν , Λaµν = 2γa[µν] = haµ,ν − haν,µ . (2)

We shall omit in contractions the matrices ηab, ηab and, in covariant expressions (where only
the covariant differentiation is in use), – gµν , gµν , because

0 = gµν ;λ = gµν ;λ = ηab,µ = ηab,µ.

Let introduce notations for the following (irreducible) covariants:

Sµνλ = 3Λ[µνλ], Φµ = Λaaµ, fµν = Φµ;ν − Φν;µ . (3)

The type of an index is changed by means of (co)frame, so the same letter is used for covariants
with any indices – Latin, or Greek, or mixed, with the only evident exception for (co)frame,
metric, and Minkowski matrix. For example:

γµνλ = haµγaνλ (= γ[µν]λ), fab = fµνhaµhbν .

Note that the definition (2) leads to the following identities:

Λa[µν;λ] ≡ 0 , haλΛabc;λ + fbc ≡ 0 . (4)

The most simple case of consistent (or formally integrable, or well-posed) AP equations is
the two-parameter non-Lagrangian class II22112 of [6] (the Lagrangian equations should have
the term haµL):

Aaµ = Kaµν;ν = 0, Kabc = Ka[bc] = αΛabc − βSabc − γηabΦc + γηacΦb ; (5)

here the overall coefficient is an arbitrary value. The evident identity

Aaµ;µ ≡ 0 (Kaµν;[ν;µ] ≡ 0)
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ensures the consistency of the Eq. (5) with the exception of “bad” cases: α=0, or 2β=α, or
(and) γ=α; it is preferable to place α=1 and this will be in effect below.

(In the case α=0, the prolonged equation A∗

µ(νλ) = A(µν);λ + A(µλ);ν − A(νλ);µ = 0 gives:

Φµ;(ν;λ) − O(ΛΛ′,Λ3) = 0, and the next prolonged equation, A∗

µ(νλ);τ −A∗

µ(ντ);λ = 0, leads to a
new and irregular equation: the principal derivatives vanish, but ‘quadratic’ terms do not. The
other ‘bad’ cases will be explained below.)

Einstein and Mayer had usually used not Levi-Civita, but Weitzenböck connection derived
from the condition

0 = haµ̂;ν = haµ,ν − Γ̂λµνhaλ; Γ̂λµν = ha
λhaµ,ν . (6)

However, the symmetric connection is equally suitable to write any covariant system of AP (in
this case, ‘Maxwell-like’ equations for skew-symmetric covariants like in the Eq. (5) become
even more clear).

The next evident class (labelled in [6] as I12) of consistent equations is the two-parameter
class of Lagrangian equations. Using the scalar density hL, h = det haµ, with two free param-
eters (α=1),

L = 1
4
ΛabcΛabc − β

12
SabcSabc − γ

2
ΦaΦa ,

and taking into account the symmetry properties of Λ and S, see (2), (3), and (5), one can
obtain the Lagrangian equations:

dL = 1
2
Kabc dΛabc = Ka

µν dhaµ,ν − ΛbcaKbc
µ dhaµ ,

Ba
µ = − δ(hL)

h δhaµ
= Ka

µν
;ν + ΛbcaKbc

µ − ha
µL = 0 . (7)

The identity providing the formal integrability looks as follows:

Baµ;µ −BbcΛbca ≡ 0 ;

so, we have the conservation law: (hΛbcaKbc
µ− hha

µL),µ = 0. The skew-symmetric part of (7),

2B[µν] = (1− 2β)(Sµνλ;λ − ΛµabΛabν + ΛνabΛabµ) + (1− γ)(fµν − ΦaΛaµν) = 0,

disappears (or turns into identity) if 2β=γ=1, and this is the case of the General Relativity (of
course, in this case one (do) can add a skew-symmetric equation with a large arbitrariness).

The cases 2β=1, γ 6=1 and γ=1, 2β 6=1 are both “bad” (ill-posed), because the equation
B[µν;λ] = 0, or, respectively, B[µν];ν = 0, leads to a new and irregular second order equation.
The last case, despite its incorrectness, still can be found in publications[13, 14].

The third class C (two-parameter class labelled in [6] as I221) is possible (that is, consistent)
only in 4D, and its equations in symmetric part resemble the equations of Brans-Dicke theory
(with Φµ instead of φ,µ/φ; here Gµν is the Einstein tensor)

C(µν) = 2Gµν + 2γ̃(Φ(µ;ν) − gµνΦτ ;τ ) + γ̃2(ΦµΦν + gµνΦ
2/2) = 0,

while the skew-symmetric part is quite simple: C[µν] = Sµνλ;λ + β̃fµν = 0 [22].

The last and most interesting class of consistent AP equations (the one-parameter class
II221221 of [6]) admits the next presentation (here Laµν = La[µν] = Λaµν − Saµν − 2γha[µΦν]):

Daµ = Laµν;ν − (1− 2γ)(faµ + LaµνΦν) = 0 , (8)
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and 2D[νµ] = Sµνλ;λ + (1− 3γ)(fµν − SµνλΦλ) .

The equations Daµ;µ = 0 and D[µν];ν = 0 give the same ‘Maxwell equation’ (hence, the identity
required for consistency is here):

fµν;ν = (SµνλΦλ);λ (= (1− 3γ)fµνΦν − 1
2
Sµνλfνλ) . (9)

The case γ=1
3
of Eq. (8) is of special interest, and it requires extra-dimension(s) because

the trace equation Daa = 0 becomes irregular (the principal derivatives vanish) if D = 1+ γ−1.

1.2 Introduction, continued

We believe that the frame field theory (aka Absolute Parallelism) is to become of significant
interest for mathematical physics (as well as for cosmology and particle physics; better to say
– for physics) because of the following reasons and features:

1. High symmetry of this theory:

This symmetry group includes symmetries of both special and general relativity theories;
so, staying in a class of equivalent solutions, h(x), to some AP equation, one can perform
diffeomorphic coordinate mappings (democracy of “good” coordinates) and global trans-
formations from “completed” Lorentz group (this is the point symmetry group of inertial
coordinates, which includes also the global scale transformations):

h̃aµ(x̃) = κ σabh
b
ν(x)

∂xν

∂x̃µ
, (10)

where κ > 0, σab ∈ O(1, D−1); κ, σab = const. The irreducibility of this (vector) field
representation is also very important feature helping to avoid free parameters.1

In our opinion, the space-time signature without Lorentz-group (as it takes place in GR)
looks a bit like beer-foam without beer, or (for very versed specialists) like the smile
without the cat; it means that the choice of signature in GR is the separate postulate
having no relation to the symmetry group of GR.

On the other hand, the inertial coordinates of Special Relativity (which are the basis of all
QFT), being although simple and aristocratic, have some of strangeness and unnatural-
ness. Both AP and GR say (answering the Mach’s question) that the space-time geometry
is not an immutable essence, and that the inertial coordinates, ya, are the property (or
attribute) of trivial solution only. Indeed, one can integrate the equations ya,µ = haµ,
if Λaµν = 0. Are these coordinates not a bit an empty, unreachable abstraction scarcely
suitable to be a solid basis for a really fundamental theory?

The Diff-covariance is of practical importance as it gives another sense to the gradi-
ent catastrophe problem (solution becomes being multivalued) – as having relation to
co-singularities (naturally, this problem is not burning if you are in the perturbative do-
main); at the same time the field irreducibility reduces or restricts the number of ways
to singularities of solutions: the rank of frame (co-frame) matrix is the only significant
parameter for dealing with (co-) singularities (compare with bi- or non-symmetric metric).

1In gage theories, e.g., the need to combine a gage field and matter ones (reducibility) leads immediately to
an arbitrary parameter – the gage constant.
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2. Absence of arising singularities and uniqueness:

There is one unique variant of AP (non-Lagrangian, with the unique D; D=5) which
solutions of general position seem to be free of arising singularities. Extension of formal
integrability test (applied for second order AP-equations) to the cases of degeneration of
either co-variant frame matrix (co-singularities) or contra-variant frame (or contra-frame
density of some weight) may serve, we believe, as the local and covariant (no coordinate
choice) test for singularities of solutions. In AP this test singles out the unique equation,
the case γ=1

3
of the Eq. (8), and the space-time dimension mentioned above [22, 23, 9].

Solutions to this equation, if they exist not only 20 billion years, and not only septillion
years, but unlimited time, always (there are no stops with singularities), still being ‘in-
teresting’, should be very complicated having many parameters and scales (the unique
equation itself has no characteristic scales). Very slowly varying parameters might serve
for some fast processes as ‘phenomenological constants’, and it might be very useful to
develop various, sighted phenomenologies or simplifying models.

“Any change of the fundamental theory should destroy this theory” – this Einstein’s
expert estimation (somewhere in his autobiographical notes) could serve as a principle
or ideal, the principle of uniqueness. So, this ideal of oneness seems to be achievable in
AP, if Nature does not like singularities (preferring that the single standard of regularity
property to be valid for all space-time points).

3. Energy-momentum tensor and weightless (or energy-less) waves:

Although non-lagrangian, the unique equation leads to the symmetric, “covariantly con-
serving” energy-momentum tensor where the main (second order) terms depend only on
the rank two tensor fµν , which looks like electromagnetic field (however, there are no
gradient transformations in the theory). Applying the field equations (8), and prolonged
equations as well, to h−1 δ(hRµνG

µν)/δgµν (R,G are the Ricci and Einstein tensors), one
can find T µν [22, 23]. In the theory, there are solutions with f=0, see Eq. (9), which carry
no (or almost no) energy-momentum, nor angular momentum.

So, in D=5, in weak field approximation only three of 15 polarizations (i.e. plane wave
solutions) do carry energy-momentum, while the others do not. This is a very unusual
feature – impossible in the Lagrangian tradition; it needs some time, week or month, that
to become used to this ‘singularity’.

One can show [22, 23] that a wave-packet of the energy-carrying f -component should
move along usual Riemannian geodesics – as in GR (if background has f=0); however,
the polarization (or spin) evolution should depend also on the rank three skew-symmetric
tensor Sµνλ, which is certainly absent in GR.

Another strange feature is the instability of trivial solution: some weightless polariza-
tions grow linearly with time in presence of ponderable f -polarizations. Really, from the
linearized Eq. (8) [and the identity (4)] one can write (the following equations should be
treated as linearized):

Φa,a = 0 (D 6= 1 + γ−1), Λabd,d = γ(Φa,b − 2Φb,a);

Λa[bc,d],d ≡ 0; Λabc,dd = −2γfbc,a .
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The last ‘D‘Alembert equation’ has the ‘source’ in its right hand side. Some components
of Λ (most symmetrical irreducible parts) do not grow (as well as Riemannian curvature),
because (again, linearized equations are implied below)

Sabc,dd = 0, Φa,dd = 0 (also fab,dd = 0, Rabcd,ee = 0),

but the least symmetrical components of the tensor Λ do go up (with time t – due to
terms ∼ t e−iωt) if ponderable waves, the three f -polarizations are not vanishing.

4. Non-stationary spherically symmetric solutions as expanding cosmological model:

The unique symmetry of AP equations gives scope for symmetrical solutions. Non-
stationary spherically (O4-) symmetric solutions to the 5D unique equation lead through
a number of integrations to specific scalar fields which can serve as privileged radius and
time (quasi-inertial coordinates; this looks more suitable to match with observable cos-
mology). The condition fµν=0 is a must for solutions with such a high symmetry (as well
as Sµνλ=0); so, these O4-symmetric solutions carry no energy, that is, weight nothing
(some lack of gravity !2).

More realistic cosmological model may look like a single O4-symmetric wave (or a sequence
of such waves) moving along the radius and being filled with a noise, or stochastic waves
both weighty (weak, ∆h ≪ 1) and weightless (∆h < 1, but intense enough that to
lead to non-linear fluctuations with ∆h ∼ 1) which form statistical ensemble(s) having a
few characteristic parameters (after ‘thermalization’). The development and examination
of stability of such a model is an interesting problem. One may think that O4-wave
(of proper sign) can serve as a time-dependent ‘shallow dielectric guide’ for that weak
noise waves. The ponderable waves (noise-1) should have wave-vectors almost tangent
to the S3-sphere of wave-front that to be trapped inside this (‘shallow’) wave-guide; the
imponderable waves (noise-2) can grow up, and escape from the wave-guide (due to non-
linear effects of scattering), and their wave-vectors can be less tangent to the sphere.

The waveguide thickness can be small for an observer in the center of O4-symmetry (may
be, some larger than inverse ‘temperature’, or the end of noise spectrum, λn), but in
co-moving system it can be very large (due to relativistic effect), however still small with
respect to the radius of sphere, L ≪ R. It seems that the radial dimension has to be very
‘undeveloped’; that is, there are no other characteristic scales, smaller than L, along this
extra-dimension.

5. Topological features of non-linear sigma-model:

In the absence of solutions (of general position) with arising singularities, when degenerate
(co- and contra-) frame matrices are unreachable and can be eliminated from the field
set, AP acquires topological features of non-linear sigma-model.3

Starting with topological charge group, one can introduce further the concept of topo-
logical quasi-charge group for field configurations having some symmetry [22]. It seems
that the possible variety of quasi-charges in 5D case (living on the “cosmological back-
ground” of O4-symmetric solution filled with weak stochastic waves) could be sufficient
to explain qualitatively many (if not most of) features of the Standard Model (including

2It seems that the universe expansion has little common with GR and its dark energy.
3This way to topological (quasi)charges looks more natural than all the ‘crystal spheres of chiral models’.
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superposition principle and Feynman’s path integral – as a result of integration over 5-th
dimension in “cosmological waveguide”).

The non-linear, particle-like field configurations with quasi-charges (quasi-particles) should
be very elongated along the extra-dimension (all of the same size L), while being small
sized along usual dimensions, λn ≪ L. The motion of such a spaghetti-like quasi-particle
should be very complicated and stochastic due to ‘strong’ imponderable noise, such that
different parts of spaghetti are coming their own paths. At the same time, quasi-particle
can acquire ‘its own’ energy–momentum only due to scattering of ponderable waves (which
wave-vectors are almost tangent to usual 3D (sub)space); so, it seems that scattering am-
plitudes4 of those spaghetti’s parts which have the same 3D–coordinates can be summa-
rized providing an auxiliary, secondary [or shadow,5 (1+3)D] field; non-linear fluctuations
of noise-2 are responsible for ‘zero-point oscillations’ of secondary fields.

So, the imponderable noise-2 provides stochasticity (of motion of spaghetti’s parts), while
the ponderable noise-1 gives superposition (with secondary fields). Phenomenology of
secondary fields could be of Lagrangian type, with positive energy acquired by quasi-
particles, – that to ensure the stability (of all the waveguide with its infill with respect
to quasi-particle production; the least action principle has deep concerns with Lyapunov
stability and is deduced, in principle, from the path integral approach).

Thus, we believe that there has to be a definitive difference between the right theory and
all the others, wrong ones. We’re expecting the right theory to be of ‘monotheistic’ kind – with
no free parameters and no room for changes. (Some people believe that such a simple theory
is impossible[12] and our world is infinitely complex – but according to Einstein, this case ‘is
not interesting’.)

A theory with arbitrary parameter(s) looks like ‘fire on areas’. We really need only one
fundamental theory, but not a heap of slightly different theories where only one especial variant
is supposed to be the Truth (while we have no good way to distinguish this Truth from Untruth
– during limited experimental time and using limited funding; on the other hand, theories with
free parameters are quite appropriate for the maxim ’the show must go on’).

2 Topological charges and quasi-charges

In this section the topological properties of spatially localized configurations of frame field,
haµ → δaµ on space-like infinity, are to be explored.

We will suppose that Riemann space defined by metric is of trivial topology: no worm-holes,
no compactified space dimensions, no singularities. A process of (de)compactification would
require arising singularities which are thought to be impossible (due to careful choice of field
equations), and we prefer that the single standard of no-compactification to be applied to all
space(time) dimensions.

It is possible to continuously deform the metric and, simultaneously, the frame field h(x)
such that the metric becomes trivial, equal to Minkowski metric, gµν → ηµν , whereas h-field

4These amplitudes can depend on additional vector-parameters (‘equipment vectors’) relating to differential
of field mapping at a ‘quasi-particle center’ – where quasi-charge density is largest (if it has covariant sense).

5Note some similarity (except superposition, of course) with the Plato’s ‘shadows in a cave’.
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becomes a field of rotation matrices (metric can be subjected to diagonalization,[11] ‘square-
rooting’, and so on; we introduce here the notation: m=D−1)

haµ(x) → saµ(x) ∈ SO(1, m). (11)

Further deformation is possible that to remove boosts too, and so, for any space-like (Cauchy)
surface, this gives a (pointed) map:

s : Rm ∪∞ = Sm → SOm; ∞ 7→ 1m ∈ SOm.

The set of such maps consists of homotopy classes which form an Abelian group, and this is
the group of topological charge, Π(m):

Π(m) = πm(SOm); Π(3) = Z, Π(4) = Z2 + Z2. (12)

Here Z is the infinite cyclic group, and Z2 is the cyclic group of order two (two group) [16].

Due to great symmetry of AP-equations, see (10), their solutions also can possess some sym-
metries, which should be a diagonal subgroup of that great symmetry. It is very important that
the deformation to s-field can be performed such that to keep symmetry of field configuration.

2.1 Quasi-charge groups

We are going to give (a sketch of) topological classification of symmetric localized configurations
of SOm-field. Let us repeat the assumed definition: localized field (or pointed map)

s(x) : Rm → SO(m), s(∞) = 1m,

is G-symmetric if, in some suitable coordinates,

s(σx) = σs(x)σ−1 ∀ σ ∈ G ⊂ O(m) . (13)

The set of such fields C(m)
G generally consists of separate, disconnected components – homotopy

classes forming the Abelian group which is denoted here as Π(G;m); i.e.

Π(G;m) ≡ π0(C(m)
G ) .

For such a group we will coin the term ‘topological quasi-charge group’, or QC-group.

These groups also classify symmetrical localized configurations of frame field haµ(x) as
it was outlined above. Since field equation does not break symmetry, field configuration with
non-trivial quasi-charge merits some good name (something better than), say, topological quasi-
soliton, or quasi-particle. If symmetry is not exact (because of some distant regions), quasi-
charge is not exactly conserving value, and quasi-soliton (of zero topological charge) can vanish
or arise during colliding with another quasi-soliton.

Along with calculation QC-groups for different symmetries we should solve another problem.
Let G1 includes G2 (with respect to its elements or generators), such that there is a mapping
(embedding) of field configurations:

i : C(m)
G1 → C(m)

G2 .

This mapping induces the homomorphism of QC-groups:

i∗ : Π(G1;m) → Π(G2;m),

so one has to describe this and to find how the ‘small’ pieces of more symmetric fields are
situated within the ‘large lumps’ of less symmetric field configurations.
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2.2 Examples of QC-groups: diad (and k-ad) homotopy groups

Let us consider the very simple (discreet) symmetry group P1 with a plane of reflection sym-
metry:

P1 = {1, p(1)}, where p(1) = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1) = p−1
(1).

It is necessary to set field s(x) on the half-space 1
2
Rm = {x1 ≥ 0}, with additional condition

imposed on the surface Rm−1 = {x1 = 0} (stationary points of P1 group) where s has to
commute with the symmetry [see (13)]:

p(1)x = x ⇒ s(x) = p(1)sp(1) ⇒ s ∈ 1× SOm−1.

Hence, accounting for the localization requirement, we have a diad map (relative spheroid; here
Dm is an m-ball and Sm−1 its surface)

(Dm;Sm−1) → (SOm;SOm−1),

and topological classification of such maps leads to the relative (or diad) homotopy group[16]:

Π(P1;m) = πm(SOm;SOm−1) = πm(S
m−1).

The last equality follows due to fibration SOm/SOm−1 = Sm−1, also see [16].

Similar considerations (of group orbits and stationary points) lead to the following result:

Π(Ol;m) = πm−l+1(SOm−l+1;SOm−l) = πm−l+1(S
m−l).

If l > 3, there is the equality: Π(SOl;m) = Π(Ol;m), while for l = 2, 3 one can find[22]:

Π(SO3;m) = πm−2(SO2 × SOm−2;SOm−3) = πm−2(S
1 × Sm−3),

Π(SO2;m) = πm−1(SOm;SOm−2 × SO2) = πm−1(RG+(m, 2)).

At last, the ‘compound’ symmetries, G = G1 × · · · × Gk (all Gi are simple), having more
complicated picture of (sub)orbits, and stationary points (for every Gi), and their intersections,
lead to (k+1)−ad homotopy groups, which can be defined (by induction[22]) as a generalization
of diad[16] and triad[17] homotopy groups.

3 QC-groups, their morphisms and forms in 4D

In this section m = 3, and it will be omitted from Π-groups. The Pontryagin’s method of
substitution of maps with equipped sub-manifolds [15, 16] can be extended for the case of
G−symmetric maps (13). This gives the useful way to find both quasi-charge groups and their
morphisms. For example, one can show that an equipped point (say, positive; that is, a three
vectors equipment has the positive orientation) can be placed at the center of SO3−symmetry,
or at the line of (stationary points of) SO2−symmetry. It means that there are isomorphisms
(with the group of topological charge):

Π(SO3) ∼= Π(SO2) ∼= Π = Z.
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Let’s briefly illustrate this approach using the example of discreet symmetry groups P2{1, 2}
(inversion of first two space coordinates, or their π−rotation) and P = P3 (full space inversion).
One can find that

Π(P2{1, 2}) = Π(P2) = Z(a) + Z(p),

where the first Z describes the equipped points (the difference of positive and negative points)
at the axis of symmetry (the third axis, where x1 = x2 = 0), while the other Z describes the
pairs of peripheral points (number of positive pairs minus negative; π−rotation does not change
the sign of equipment orientation). So, one can describe the morphism as well (isomorphism
plus monomorphism-2):

Π(P2) ⊃ Z(a) ∋ 1 7→ 1 ∈ Z = Π , Z(p) ∋ 1 7→ 2 ∈ Z = Π .

In the case of P3, any equipped point should have a partner of opposite sign in the inverted
position (the inversion change the sign of equipment, and the topological charge is a pseu-
doscalar), but one can bring any two such pairs into annihilation keeping the symmetry. All
that means that

Π(P3) = Z2 ∋ 1 7→ 0 ∈ Z = Π .

Similar consideration gives (also zero morphism)

Π(P1) = Z ∋ 1 7→ 0 ∈ Z = Π .

3.1 Differential 3-form of topological charge (in 4D)

The topological current for a spatially localized field of rotation matrices s(xµ) : R1+3 → SO3

(or → SO(1, 3)) may be defined as follows (much as the topological current in the Skyrme
model with SU2-field [18, 19, 20])

Jµ(s) ∝ εµνετ tr(γ∗νγ
∗

εγ
∗

τ ); J
µ
(s),µ = 0.

Here γ∗µ = s,µs
−1 is the so3- or so(1, 3)-valued current (right-invariant). In a slightly more

detailed notations, with γ∗ijµ = sik,µsjk, the topological current reads

Jµ(s) = aεµνετγ∗ijνγ
∗

jkεγ
∗

kiτ . (14)

The constant a = 1
96π2 is defined to make topological charge Q(s) integer:

Q(s) =
∫

J0
(s) d

3x ∈ Z = π3(SO3).

This charge has concern with (half of) the degree of the map from the space (or Cauchy surface)
R3 to the (sub)group SO3 (which volume is π2).

The topological current Jµ for a general frame field haµ(x
ν) should coincide with Eq. (14)

when the metric is trivial, gµν = ηµν , and h
a
µ ∈ SO(1, 3). Let us use the language of differential

forms in order to find the closed 3-form t which is dual to the topological current, ∗t = Jµdx
µ.

It is known that characteristic classes [16] are trivial in (pseudo)Riemannian space with a
frame structure (parallelizable manifold), so the class c2 (which is the scalar-valued 4-form) is
an exact form:

c2 ≡ tr(Ω ∧ Ω) = du. (15)
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One can use either so(1, 3)-valued connection (1-form γ = γµdx
µ),

γabµ = hb
λhaλ;ν = γ[ab]µ, (16)

or gl4-valued connection γ̃τdx
τ with Christoffel symbol,

γ̃µντ = −Γµντ = −1
2
gµρ(gρν,τ + gρτ,ν − gντ,ρ),

that to write the (Riemann) curvature 2-form Ω ≡ dγ + γ ∧ γ (and Ω̃):

Ωabετ = Rabετ = 2hbλh
a
λ;[ε;τ ] = γabε,τ + γacεγcbτ − (ετ),

Ω̃µνετ = Rµ
νετ = −Γµνε,τ + ΓµλεΓ

λ
ντ − (ετ). (17)

Also, the (scalar-valued) 3-form u can be written in two similar ways – with and without ‘tilde’:

ũ = tr(γ̃ ∧ Ω̃− 1
3
γ̃ ∧ γ̃ ∧ γ̃), u = tr(γ ∧ Ω− · · ·). (18)

Using the Bianchi identity, dΩ ≡ Ω ∧ γ − γ ∧ Ω, and

tr(γ ∧ γ ∧ γ ∧ γ) ≡ 0,

one can verify that du = dũ = c2, see Eq. (15). Therefore, we have the closed 3-form t ∝ ũ−u,
dt = 0, and can write the topological current (h = det haµ =

√−g; (hJµ),µ = 0):

hJµ = aεµνετ
(

Γαβν(3Γ
β
αε,τ − 2ΓβγεΓ

γ
ατ )− γabν(

3
2
Rbaετ − γbcεγcaτ )

)

. (19)

Although Jµ is not of covariant view, it is clearly appropriate for determination of topological
charge

Q =
∫

V

hJ0 d3x ∈ Π = Z,

at least when the Cauchy surface is covered by one map.

At last, let’s recall the Weitzenböck connection from Eq. (6), Γ̂, which may also be used as a
left-invariant (with respect to global Lorentz transformations) 1-form with zero curvature-form:

dΓ̂ = −Γ̂ ∧ Γ̂ (Γ̂µνλdx
λ = ha

µhaν,λdx
λ).

So, the topological current can also be written in the next simple forms:

hJµ = aεµνετ Γ̂αβν Γ̂
β
γεΓ̂

γ
ατ = aεµνετ γ̂abν γ̂

b
cεγ̂

c
aτ , (20)

where (γ̂ and Γ̂ are not tensors)

γ̂abν = haµ,νhb
µ = haαΓ̂

α
βνhb

β .
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3.2 Spherical symmetry (in 4D); SO3-quasi-charge 1-form

The SO3-symmetric frame field can be generally written as follows [7, 10]:

haµ(t, x
i) =

(

a bni
cni eninj + d∆ij + fεijknk

)

; i, j = (1, 2, 3), ni =
xi

r
. (21)

Here a, . . . , f are functions of time, t = x0, and radius r, ∆ij = δij − ninj , r
2 = xixi. As

functions of radius, a, e, d are even, while the others are odd; there are the boundary conditions:
e = d at r = 0, and haµ → δaµ as r → ∞. Note that we use i, j for space indexes of both Latin
and Greek origin; this origin should be derived from the (a) context.

It is easy to check that regarding (t, r)-transformation we have the next set of 2D-covariants:
two co-vectors, (a, b) and (c, e), scalar s = r d, and pseudo-scalar p = rf . At points with
ni = (1, 0, 0) we have the block matrix

haµ =

(

A 0
0 B

)

; A =

(

a b
c e

)

, B =

(

d f
−f d

)

=
√

d2 + f 2

(

cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ

)

.

Here tanϕ = f/d = p/s. From this presentation one can directly write the 2D-covariant 1-form
of topological quasi-charge, q = qα̃dx

α̃ (we use 2D-indices ᾱ = (t, r)):

q =
dϕ

2π
=
sp,ᾱ − ps,ᾱ
s2 + p2

dxᾱ

2π
. (22)

The morphism
Z = Π(SO3;m = 3) → Π(m = 3) = Z

is isomorphism. To prove this statement and to check the constant a in Eqs. (19), (14) let us
consider a ‘toy’ static AP-space characterized by the next set of functions in (21):

a = e = 1, b = c = 0, d = cosϕ(r), f = sinϕ(r),

with (trivial metric, gµν = ηµν , and) boundary conditions

cosϕ(0) = cosϕ(∞) = 1; hence sinϕ(0) = sinϕ(∞) = 0.

Substituting this frame field into Eq. (16) we obtain the none-zero components of γabµ:

γijk =
CS

r
εijk + (ϕ′ − CS

r
)εijlnlnk +

1− C

r
(S(niεjkl − njεikl)nl − niδjk + njδik) ,

where the prime ( ′) denotes the derivative with respect to radius, C = cosϕ, S = sinϕ.

At points with ni = (1, 0, 0) we have the next values (keep in mind that γabµ = −γbaµ):
γ231 = ϕ′, γ232 = γ233 = 0 = γ121 = γ131;

γ123 = γ312 = S/r, γ212 = γ313 = (1− C)/r. (23)

At last we are ready to find from Eq. (19), or (14), the density of topological charge using (23):

hJ0 = aεijkγabiγbcjγcak = 6aεijkγ23iγ31jγ12k

= 6aγ231(γ312γ123 − γ313γ122) = 12aϕ′(1− cosϕ)/r2. (24)

Taking a ‘unit kink’, with ∆ϕ = ϕ(∞) − ϕ(0) = 2π, see the boundary conditions, we should
obtain the unit topological charge:

Q = 4π
∫

∞

0
hJ0r2dr = 96aπ2 = 1; hence a =

1

96π2
.
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3.3 Cylindrical symmetry; SO2-quasi-charge

In this section we are going to show that SO2-quasi-charge (which is equal to topological charge
as well) can be completely attributed (in a covariant manner) to the axis of cylindrical symmetry
(that is, the line of stationary points on a Cauchy surface).

Let us consider the Killing vector, (3)ξ, corresponding to cylindrical symmetry with respect
to axis x3; that is, in ‘natural Cartesian’ coordinates (where ξµ,ν = const),

(3)ξ = (3)ξµ ∂µ = x1∂2 − x2∂1 .

In general, ξ is a Killing vector if some combination of infinitesimal (ǫ ≪ 1) coordinate
transformation and global (Lorentz) rotation,

xµ → x̃µ = xµ + ǫ ξµ, sab = δ ab + ǫma
b ∈ SO(1, 3) ∩ SO3 ,

does not change frame field:

h̃aµ(x̃) = (δ ab + ǫma
b)h

b
ν(x)(δ

ν
µ − ǫ ξν ,µ) = haµ(x̃).

This condition leads to the next equation (ma
b = const)

haµ,νξ
ν = ma

bh
b
µ − haνξ

ν
,µ , (25)

which can easily be written in manifestly covariant form: (haνξ
ν);µ + Λaµνξ

ν = ma
bh
b
µ . (Its

symmetric part gives usual equation of GR: ξ(µ;ν) = 0). The set of stationary points, where

ξµ = 0, ξµ,ν = ha
µma

bh
b
ν , (26)

will be denoted Ξ0.

The matrix m of the x3-axial symmetry looks as follows:

ma
b =

(3)ma
b = −ε03ab,

and in ’natural coordinates’ (3)ξµ,ν =
(3)mµ

ν . (It is assumed that at spatial infinity haµ = δaµ.)

Let us introduce cylindrical coordinates, yM , suitable to enumerate orbits of the symmetry:6

yM = (t, z, ρ, φ); x0 = t, x1 = ρ cosφ, x2 = ρ sin φ, x3 = z.

We want to use the Eq. (20) for topological current, keeping Cartesian indices for frame matrices
but switching to cylindrical ones in derivatives. One can show (using (25) and its prolongation)
that this current does not depend on φ:

(hJµ),φ = 0 = (hJµ),νξ
ν = (hJµ),ν

∂xν

∂φ
.

In other words, in matrix notations (with bold letters), Eq. (25) leads to

h,φ = mh− hm (hence tr(h−1
h,φ) = 0 = (deth),φ)

and h(φ) = em(φ−φ0) h(φ0)e
−m(φ−φ0) .

6In new coordinates Killing vector is constant, ξM = (0, 0, 0, 1), except when ρ = 0.
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Therefore, substituting above equations in Eq. (20) and making integration over φ, we can
obtain the topological quasi-current, hJX(SO2) =

∫

hJXρ dφ, for SO2-symmetry (in mixed coor-
dinates; X, Y = (t, ρ, z); mµ

ν is constant and not a tensor):

hJX(SO2) = 6πaεXY Zφ(ma
bγ̂
b
cY γ̂

c
aZ −mµ

νΓ̂
ν
λY Γ̂

λ
µZ) = 6πaεXY Zφ(ma

bγ̂
b
aZ +mµ

νΓ̂
ν
µZ),Y , (27)

where γ̂abX = haµ,Xhb
µ, Γ̂µνX = ha

µhaν,X . This quasi-current is ‘trivial’ (ie, corresponds to an
exact form); making integration over radius ρ one can obtain:

Q =
∫

hJ0dV = Q(SO2) =
∫ ∫

hJ t
(SO2)dρ dz = 12πa

∫

∞

−∞

ma
bh
a
µ,zhb

µdz|ρ=0 . (28)

It is taken into account that mµ
ν = ha

µma
bh
b
ν

∣

∣

∣

Ξ0

, see Eq. (26).

More over one can easily check (differentiating Eq. (26) with proper contracting) that at
stationary points it is valid: ha

µ
,µ|Ξ0

= 0. Then, taking any space-like line, ζ , placed on Ξ0:

ζ : R → Ξ0 ⊂ R1+3, gµν
dxµ(ζ)

dζ

dxν(ζ)

dζ
> 0 ,

one can can arrive at the next covariant line density of topological (quasi)charge:

Q = 12πa
∫

∞

−∞

ma
b(h

a
µ,ν − haν,µ)hb

µdx
µ(ζ)

dζ
dζ . (29)

This equation, being covariant (haµ,ν−haν,µ is the tensor, Λ), should be valid in any coordinates,
not only ‘natural Cartesian’. This is an interesting result – in view of possible generalization
for the next D.

At last, taking the SO3-symmetrical h-field of the previous subsection, one can easily check
(components in (23) can be used after permutation {3,1,2}) that Eq. (28) gives:

Q = 24πa
∫

∞

−∞

dϕ

dr
dx3

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x1=x2=0

= 96π2a = 1 .

4 ‘Left’ and ‘right’ topological (quasi-)charges in 5D

In this section m = 4. We need for two topological currents Jµ(l) and J
µ
(r), ‘left’ and ‘right’, which

should replace each other under P -inversion, or C-operation (see below). Now we are going to
use the quaternion representation of the SO4 group that to write quaternion differential forms
of topological charges (‘left’ and ‘right’) and quasi-charges.

4.1 Quaternion representation of SO4

With quaternion units denoted as ik (that is, i1 = i, i2 = j, i3 = k), the quaternion multipli-
cation is defined by the rule:

ij ik = −δjk + εjkl il, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3. (30)

Any quaternion x ∈ H = R4 has real and imaginary parts, and the module |x| (absolute value):

x = x4 + xkik = ℜ(x) + ℑ(x), |x|2 = xx̄ = x24 + xkxk ,
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where x̄ = x4 − xk ik – conjugate quaternion. The set of quaternions with absolute value one,
H1 = {f, |f| = 1}, forms a group under quaternion multiplication, and H1

∼= SU2 = S3.

Any s ∈ SO4 can be represented as a pair of such unit length quaternions [16], (f , g) ∈
S3
(l) × S3

(r), |f | = |g| = 1:

x∗ = sx ⇔ x∗ = f x g−1 = f x ḡ ; |x| = |x∗|.

The pairs (f,g) and (–f, –g) correspond to the same rotation s, that is,

SO4 = S3
(l) × S3

(r)/± .

We indicate these quaternion spheres as left and right, because under space inversion P3{1, 2, 3},
and under the C−operation7, which inverts the 4-th coordinate, C = P1{4}, pair elements
replace one another: C : (f , g) → (g, f); (f, f)∈ SO3.

The rotations on angle φ of coordinates (1) x2, x3, (2) x4, x1 have the next quaternion form
(they commute):

(1) (a, a)(φ), (2) (a, ā)(φ); a(φ) = cos
φ

2
+ i sin

φ

2
= eiφ/2. (31)

Note that the symmetry condition (13) also splits into two parts:

f(axb−1) = af(x)a−1, g(axb−1) = bg(x)b−1 ∀(a,b) ∈ G ⊂ SO4. (32)

Following the Fjodorov’s parametrization of SO4−group [21] one can define on so4−algebra
the ‘left’ and ‘right’ (or selfdual and anti-selfdual) ‘imaginary units’

M (±i) = L(i) ±K(i), L
(i)
ab = −εabi4, K(i)

ab = δa4δbi − δb4δai. (33)

For example (zeroes are not shown in these matrices),

M (+1) =











−1
−1

1
1











, M (+2) =











1
−1

−1
1











, M (+3) =











−1
1

−1
1











.

It is easy to check that

[M (+i),M (−j)] = 0, tr(M (+i)M (−j)) = 0,

M (±i)M (±j) = −δijE + εijkM
(±k), tr(M (±i)M (±j)) = −4δij ,

where E = 14 is the identity matrix; compare the last equation with the Eq. (30).

The separation of any matrix s ∈ SO4 into selfdual and anti-selfdual parts looks as follows:

s = s(+) s(−) = s(−) s(+), s(+) = f4E + fiM
(+i), s(−) = g4E + giM

(−i).

It is evident that s str = 1 (tr indicates the transposed matrix), and that

f4g4 =
1
4
tr(s), g4fi = −1

4
tr(M (+i)s), f4gi = −1

4
tr(M (−i)s) .

7This letter (C) is used that some allusion to the charge conjugation is to arise.
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4.2 Example of SO2-symmetric quaternion field

Let’s consider an example of SO2{2, 3}−symmetric f–field configuration (g=1), which carries
both charge and SO2-quasi-charge (left, of course), f(x): H = R4 → H1; f(∞) = 1. The
symmetry condition from (31), (32) reads

f(eiφ/2xe−iφ/2) = eiφ/2f(x)e−iφ/2. (34)

We’ll switch to ‘double-axial’ coordinates: x = aeiϕ + beiψj. Let us use imaginary quaternions
q as stereogrphic coordinates on H1, and take symmetrical field q(x) consistent with Eq. (34):

q(x) = x i x̄+ i = −q̄, f(x) = −1 + q

1− q
= 1− 2

1− q
. (35)

It is easy to find the ‘center of quasi-soliton’ (1-submanifold, S1)

S1 = f−1(−1) = q−1(0) = {a = 0, b = 1} = {x0, x0 = eiψj}

and the ‘vector equipment’ on this circle:

dx|x0
= da eiϕ + (db+ i dψ)eiψj, 1

4
df
∣

∣

∣

x0

= idb− k ei (ϕ+ψ)da ;

i-vector all time looks along the radius b (parallel translation along the circle S1; this is a
‘trivial‘, or ‘flavor’-vector). Two others (’phase’-vectors) make 2π−rotation along the circle.

In fact, the field (35) has also symmetry SO2{1, 4}, and this feature restricts possible
directions of ‘flavor’-vector (two ‘flavors’ are possible, ±; the P2{1, 4}−symmetry gives the
same effect). The other interesting observation is that the equipped circle can be located also
at the stationary points of SO2−symmetry (this increases the number of ‘flavors’).

The left 3-form of topological quasi-charge can be written as follows:

q(l) =
1

12π2ℜ(r ∧ r ∧ r) = 1
12π2ℜ(l ∧ l ∧ l),

where r (resp. l) is right- (left-) invariant quaternion-valued 1-form

r = f,A f̄ dA, l = f̄ f,A dA, A,B = {r1, r2, ϕ2}; dr = r ∧ r, dl = −l ∧ l.

(One can use Pauli matrices instead of quaternion units replacing ℜ() with 1
2
tr(). The left

2-form of SO2 × SO2−quasi-charge can be written as well, and the right forms as well.)

4.3 Hopf mapping and quaternion forms

Imaginary quaternions (J ⊂ H) of unit length, n, form 2-sphere:

n = njij ∈ J ∩H1 = S2.

The Hopf (and ‘anti-Hopf’) map takes S3 = H1 into S2:

Hn : f 7→ w = f n f̄ (H̄n : f 7→ w = f̄ n f). (36)

It is evident that w̄ = −w, w2 = −1, w dw = −dww .
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4.3.1 Map R2+1 → S2 and charges from π2(S
2) = Z.

The unnormalized 2-form of topological charge (relating to ‘volume’ (surface) form on S2) is

t(2) = ℜ(w dw ∧ dw) ; d t(2) = ℜ(dw ∧ dw ∧ dw) = ∓ℜ(w dw ∧ dw ∧ dww) = 0.

We use the same letter for ‘pull-back’ forms on R2+1, say, dw = w,µdx
µ.

The normalizing coefficient is 1/(8π): 4π is the surface of S2 and factor 2 is due to ε-
permutation in 2-form. That to prove this one can use the stereographic projection on the
‘complex plane’, C = {z = x+ iy}:

w = i
1 + kz

1− kz
= i

2

1− kz
− i = (1− kz)i(1− kz)−1 =

1− kz

1 + kz
i;

dw = 2i(1− kz)−1kdz(1− kz)−1; kdz = dz̄ k ;

t(2) =
1

8π
ℜ(w dw ∧ dw) = − ℑ(dz ∧ dz̄)

2π(1 + ||2)2 =
dx dy

π(1 + x2 + y2)2
.

The other way is to use first the symmetry of axisymmetric field w(z), see (34), which complies

with the following condition (in axial coordinates, z=ρeiϕ; see the field considered above):

w(ρeiϕ) = e−iϕ/2w(ρ)eiϕ/2, 2w,ϕ = wi− iw. (37)

Substituting this into 2-form and making integration one can check that (w(0) = i, w(∞) = −i)
∫

z
t(2) =

∫

ρ,φ
ℜ(w dw(wi− iw)) ∧ dϕ = 4π

∫

∞

0
ℜ(iw,ρ)dρ = 8π .

4.3.2 Maps R3+1 → S3, S2 and charges from π3(S
3) = π3(S

2) = Z.

4.3.3 Maps R4+1 → S3, S2 and charges from π4(S
3) = π4(S

2) = Z2.

(To be continued; the transition s→ h.)

4.4 Quasi-charges and their morphisms in 5D

First of all one should consider those symmetries, G, which are contained in the symmetries of
cosmological background solution:

G ⊂ G0 = (O3 × P4) ∩ SO4 . (38)

Here P4 is the inversion of all space-like coordinates; G0 is the point symmetry of ‘wave-guide’ in
co-moving coordinate system. It is assumed that weak (or not so weak) stochastic waves (which
have also ponderable f -component) can decrease symmetry of large-scale solution (which is O4,
or in co-moving system results in O3 × P4) down to G0.

If G ⊂ G0, the QC-group has two isomorphous parts, left and right:

Π(G) = Π(l)(G) + Π(r)(G).

The following Table describes quasi-charge groups and morphisms (for details see [22]); here
the 4-th coordinate is the extra dimension which looks along the radius of G0-symmetric ex-
panding cosmological background.
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Table. QC-groups Π(l)(G) and their morphisms to the preceding group; G ⊂ G0.

G Πl(G) → Πl(G
∗) ‘label’

1 Z2

SO{1, 2} Z(e)
e→ Z2 e

SO{1, 2} × P{3, 4} Z(ν) + Z(H)
i,m2→ Z(e) ν0; H0 → e+ e

SO{1, 2} × P{2, 3} Z(W )
0→ Z(e) W → e+ ν0

SO{1, 2} × P{2, 4} Z(Z)
0→ Z(e) Z0 → e+ e

SO{1, 2} × P{3, 4} × Z(γ)
0→ Z(H) γ0 → H0 +H0

×P{2, 3} 0→ Z(W ) → W +W

It seems that ‘quasi-particles’, which symmetry includes P4, should be true neutral (neutrinos,
Higgs particles, photon).

One can assume further that an hadron bag is a specific place where G0−symmetry does
not work, and the bag’s symmetry is isomorphous to O4 (or SO4). This assumption can lead
to another classification of quasi-solitons (some doubling the above scheme), where self-dual
and anti-self-dual one-parameter groups (e.g., (a2,1) and (1,a2), see Eq. (31) for ‘a’) take place
of SO2−group. The total set of quasi-particle parameters (parameters of equipped 1-manifold
(loop) plus (or ‘times’) parameters of group) for (anti)self-dual groups (or for SO2 ⊂ O4), real
Grassman manifold G(4, 2) times RP 2, is larger than the analogous set for groups SO2 ⊂ G0,
which is just O3 times G(3, 1) = RP 2 . If the number of ‘flavor’-parameters (which are not
degenerate and have some preferable particular values) is the same as in the case of ‘white’
quasi-particles, the remaining parameters (degenerate, or ‘phase’) can give some room for ‘color’
(in addition to spin).

So, perhaps one might think about ‘color neutrinos’ (in the context of pomeron, and baryon
spin puzzle), ‘color W, Z, and Higgs’ (another context – say, B-mesons), and so on.

Note that in our picture the very notion of quasi-particle depends on the background sym-
metry. On the other hand, large clusters of quasi-particles (matter) can disturb the background,
i.e. the form (and thickness) of waveguide; and waves of such small disturbances (with wave-
length larger than the thickness L, sure) can be generated as well (but these waves do carry no
(quasi)charges, that is, are not quantized). Phenomenology of gravity phenomena can arise as
an inner (i.e., (1+3)D), stable (i.e., Lagrangian) phenomenology describing the form (curvature
and thickness) of cosmological waveguide filled with quasi-particles (and noise).

5 Conclusion (need for a crucial experiment)

This section is arranged as a letter to a professor, whose Lab is well equipped for the Bell-type
experiments. These experiments[24, 25] (for a review see [26]) meet great interest and contin-
uing discussions[29, 30, 31]. (Recently, Fellows has proposed an interesting classic model[32],
arranged as a circus knife-throwing demonstration, where the Bell inequality is violated; how-
ever, this model does not meet the dichotomy requirement; in other words, the portion of
‘half-empty’ events, (+, 0), (0, –), and so on (only one knife of two reaches its target at ‘plus’-
or ‘minus’-part), and, hence, the detectors’ efficiency does vary with the angle between the
‘polarizers’. Well, we believe that Quantum Mechanics gives the excellent description, but QM
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does not know what an objective reality is under description.) So, the letter is as follows:

Dear Prof NN,
today many laboratories (including yours) have sources of single (heralded) photons, or entan-
gled bi-photons. Moreover, at some universities students can perform laboratory works with
single photons, having convinced on their own experience, that light is quantized, and the
classical description is incorrect (the Grangier experiment)[27].

I would like to suggest to your attention a minor modification of the experiment with single
photon interference, say, in a Mach-Zehnder fiber interferometer with ‘long’ (the fibers may be
rolled) enough arms, 3–5 km (that the time of flight of ‘photon’s halves’ to be 10–20 µs), or,
what may be even easier for your Lab, – with bi-photon non-local (also ‘long’ arms – to Alice
and Bob) correlations of photon polarizations (the Bell-type experiment).

The objective of this experiment is verification of some naive-realistic model (‘spaghetti-
model’, perhaps more naive than realistic), relating to the origin (or possible non-local 5D
ontology – with still point-like 4D form-factor) of elementary particles, photons. According
to this model, there is one extra space dimension (the radial dimension in an O4−symmetric
non-stationary ‘cosmological’ solution of some 5D field theory), and ‘particle’ is a spaghetti-like
non-linear field configuration very elongated (say,8 L ∼ 1012 cm) along this extra-direction and
carrying a topological (quasi)charge.

The new element in the proposed experiment is a fast-acting shutter placed at the beginning
of one of the interferometer’s arms (or at the beginning of the Bob’s arm – he should carry out
more work). The closing-opening time of the shutter should be small enough, say 5–10 µs. For
example, if there is an air gap in this arm (the length of gap may be variable that to draw the
interference figure), one can use a quickly rotating metal disk with a set of holes (perhaps, of
different diameter – for the sake of comparison).

Both Quantum mechanics (no particle’s ontology) and Bohmian mechanics (wave-particle
double ontology)[28] exclude any change in the interference figure as a result of separating
activity of such a fast shutter (while the photon’s ‘halves’ are making their ways to the place
of a meeting), but I assume (that is, my calculations show) that a significant decrease of the

interference visibility can be observed.9

Certainly, the usage of electro-optical modulator (in combination with polarizer – for single
photon case) may turn out to be preferable – that to ensure the full ‘separation of photon’s
halves’, or full absence (impossibility of bypass passage) of some ‘remnant photon’s field’, or
any ‘links’, ‘navel-strings’, linking the ‘halves’: in this case only one of the two will further carry
topological quasi-charge (becoming a ‘full photon’), while the other will dissolve in ‘zero-point
oscillations’. QM is everywhere (where we can see, of course), and, so, non-linear 5D-field
fluctuations, looking like spaghetti-anti-spaghetti loops, should exist everywhere. (Perhaps,
this omnipresence can be related to the universality of ‘low-level heat death’, restricted by the
presence of topological quasi-solitons – some as the 2D computer experiment by Fermi, Pasta,
and Ulam, where the process of thermalization was restricted by the existence of solitons.)

Having no doubts in your scientific responsibility (I was reading your papers, including
. . . ), I realize at the same time that strong enough motivation (and some determination or
grit) should exist that to make any new experiment (especially if this experiment is some ques-

8Some rough estimates are possible; the most naive is: they say that the Pioneer’s effect turns on at 10 AU,
while the antenna pattern (angle λ/d) is 0.01; multiplication of these two gives 1012 cm.

9Measuring this visibility as a function of interferometer’s length and transparency of fast shutter, one can
arrive at some ideas about the value of L.
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tionable – like the first measurement of proton’s magnetic moment (Otto Stern); the suggested
experiment is much more simple than, say, the single photon experiment performing by Mar-
shall et al[34]). That to explain somehow my own motivation (that it is not mere my fantasy),
there is the preceding paper concerning topological charges, quasi-charges, and their differen-
tial forms in a 5D variant of gravitation theory with Absolute Parallelism; 4D (quasi)charges
are also considered for methodological purposes. (Any your comments are welcome. Frankly
speaking, I am hoping not so much on ‘my motivation’, as on your intuition and deep interest
in the puzzle of non-local correlations.)

AP, at least at the level of its symmetry, seems to be able to cure the gap between the
two branches of physics – General Relativity (with coordinate diffeomorphisms) and Quantum
Mechanics (with Lorentz invariance).10 Most people give all the rights of fundamentality (or
primacy) to quanta, and so, they try to quantize the gravity, and the very space-time (probing
loops, and strings, and branes; see also the warning polemic by Schroer [12]). The other
possibility is that quanta have a phenomenological origin of a very specific kind (relating to
topological charges and quasi-charges).

With my best regards, . . .
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